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e ‘e Hadrcrilc~UILlpliCit}’ Dlstrlkutlc.fis Negative Blncmial or PolssGti’

F CarruLiwrs

AESTFWT

~,nLhe bas:s c.ffits LG LklemultlpilCILS dlstrlbutlc,ns

fcr varlatniera~lmil~ywlndcLs ar.jthe f~rwarclbackvard

cc.rre13Llcri fc.r Lhe j JEt Suk.5eL Gf ●-e- data lL 1s

l~~C5Sik.lE LE dlsLlngulstibELkeeIi a giGbal negative

blrimli] aridILS geriErallZaLiCIi. the parLl~llJ’ coheretit

diSLr]k.uLiCfi IL 1s suggesLed that lritensltylnterferG-

m,eLry.•s~ecl=lly tti~Ecse-Elnsteln c=rrelatlon, gives

lnfGrmiLIGti uhlrh =111 CJlscrlmlnateamong dynamical

m~.jel+

1 RecenLly greaL success
]-L]

has bet=n cbtalned in flttlng hadrunlc

multlFllclLy dlstrlhutlcns arlslng frm all types of c~llldlng particles La

Lh ncgatlvc blfic.ml=:dlstrlbutl=n

[11

wtipr~ N = ~n- 1s LtiF man char~r mltlp]lclty Data for sy’fmnetrlcrapldlLy
‘-l-Indc-s c.f Varying ~y are well descrlmj3’- tIy i]! fc.r all ❑ea6ured Ay-

AILhoug!, IL IS tem~tlng t: regard I ]1 as a Iinlversa] ●nq?lrlca] ‘“law’” lL IF

l,h~@rLant tr. c~ngld~r eq~a]ly prcclse a]t-rnatlvc phenouienolG~lca]

FcssAt.lllLlrs ]n parLlru]ar W= havr iensldered tlw gencrallzaLleti of II I



~Pc = (N/k)n
II

(l+N/k)n+k
,X, (~) L!-’(*) (2)

6,7]appropriate to partially coherent emission from k sources. Here

<n> = S+N where S is the strength of the coherent emission and N that

of the (Gaussian) “noise” emission. Note that (2) contains both

Eq. (1) and the Poisson distribution as limits when S/N + O and N/S + O

respectively.

Regarding <n> as give by experiment, we parametrize Eq. (2) by the
1/2

parameters k and m : (N/S) , the ❑agnitude of the noise to signal

amplitude. Previously we have noted8,9] that as an alternative to the

very large and rapidly varying values Df k resulting from fits to

hadron-hadron data, we can obtain equally good X2 fits using (2) with

small and slowly varying k; i.e. the narrowness associated with large k

in the negative binomial can be equally well described by a small N/S

ratio. The broadening of hadronic Koba, Nielson Olesen (KNO) plots10]

is then ascribed to a decreasin~,coherent emission as the energy is in-

creased, 11]a conclusion also reached by the !larburggroup. Detailed

documentation can be found in our forthcoming review article.4]

2. We have previously shown7] that the narrow, KNO plots for

et-e- + hadrons can be explained by (2) with a very small N/S ratib (a

few percent) and k chosen on physical grounds, specifically k = 1 for

the 1 jet subset of events, k = 2 fGr the 2 jet subset etc. Although

almost Poissonian, the “wings” of the distribution (2) are very sensi-

tive to a small amount of noise. Chou and Yang
12]

suggested that the
+-
ee multiplicities are purely Poisson, Q* the other hand Derrick

3] showed that the new HRS data from SLAC are well fit by theet al.

negative binomial with k ranging from - 102 down to - 10 as the maximum

accepted rapidity decreases from its maximum value down to unity.

Figure 1 summarizes and comptiresthe results of the two approaches,

Clearly the statistical merit of either approach is equally good. For

th~ indicated parameters both Eqs. 1 and 2 are nearly Poisson and

difficult to distinguish,

3. The forward-backward correlation is sensitive to the differ-

ence (1] and (2) for moderate values of k, a fact we recently used
13]
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Fig. 1 The best-fit
parameters to the
limited-rapidity

10~ I 1 ❑ultiplicity distri-1

OIL—L-.—~ J

butions -y <O<y are
shown for Ehe p~r-
tially coherent dis-
tribution in Eq. 2
(i.e., the left hand

~:;;~f~$ ‘i”es m =●s a func-
tion of y ) and for
the negat~ve binomial
formula Eq. 1 (i.e.,
the right hand ordi-
nate gives $F (and
<n>) as a fu~ tion of

YJ.

to put a bound on N/S for hadron-hadron multiplicity distributions.

For ●xample if we partition the population h ●s n ‘ ~+ nB ●nd ●ssume

that the conditional probability P(nl~) is binomial, (1) leads to a

linear slope for the ●verage ~f backward particles <nB>F as a function

of ~, whil~ a Poisson global distribution has zero slope, In general,

Eq. (2) leads to ● curved <nB>F ●xcept that, for large k or small.—
noise, lin~arity obtaina with ● ●mall slope, Allowing for ❑oving

sources WF write the joint probability as a composite of ●mioaions from

k sources whose probability of forwcrd (backward) ●mission IS pj(qj)

withp +q, = 1.
jJ



k
P(~, nB) .)6 6’= II pj(~J’nBJ %}~%j

j=] ‘B,~Bj

(3)

We apply this to the two-jet subset of the HRS data, taking pl > ql,

q~ =pl andp2 = ql, writing Pj as the product of (1) or (2) with a

binomial having parameters p., q.. Similar proposals have bem made
14:15]J

recently by other authors. (ihe pi cannot be ❑easured and are

presently unavailable theoretically, so we vary them through a range of

plausible {hoices.) Figure 2 compares the negative binomial with the

<N> =1%.87,h~ 2S0, rn=~ (N.8.)

0.5 b=0,016
6.5 - 0.8 b= O,O10

0.95 b =G003

A
m I
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<N> s 12J37,k” 2, m= 0.06

(b)

Fig. 2 Th~ forward backward correlation as measured by the quantity

::B:~en:o:w:::c::::kO!fnB
is given for forward emission probabilities
= 0.5, 0,80 and 0.95 for the ne8ativ~

binom~al (top curve) and the partially coherent distributions.



partially coherent predictions. Noting that the experimental slope is

b S 0.006 we see that although p = ]/2 is excluded, both (1) and (2)

easily accommodate the data given all the uncertainties.

4. We have shown that neither the ICNOplot nor Lhe F/B correla-

tion can discriminate between (1) and (2) for e+e- + hadrons. We can

note however that Pn is merely the di.jgonalelement of the density

matrix~ the latter having much more information (in particular phase

information) in its off-diagonal elements. In order to learn about

this phase information one needs to use higher order correlation infor-

mation, in particular the Bose-Einstein correlations among like-sign

particles. For a Gaussian ensemble of fields one expects a Hanbury-

Brown Twiss intercept (zero detector separation) of 2 while for pure

coherent it is one (no effect). If we accept the conjecture
16] of

Fowler and Weiner that the correlation formulae of quantum optics can

be adapted to particle physics by substituting rapidity for time, the ;

apparent fact that the Q2 = O intercept is small for e+-e- * hadrons

than for hadron hadron + hadrons suggests more coherence in the e+e-

case. According to our earlier speculation7] the fast quark emits an

approximate coherent state (which is not onJ.ynearly Poisson in

counting statistics but has nearly perfect coherence). .’

Details of our analysis will be found in a paper submitted to’the

Physical Review. This research was supported in part by the U.S.

Department of Energy and the U.S. National Science Foundation.
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A . ESKREYS

Did I understand you well, that given the ratio SE {of like pion pairs

to the pairs from a reference sample) as defined by me a few days ago,

its intercept at Q2 = O measures the coherence of the pion source?

CARRUTHERS

Yes, under certain assumptions whose validity requires further study.



~. GUTAY (Purdue)

It is ●xplicitly

Twiss correlation

observe coherence

stated that the Kcpylov Podgoretakii Hanbe~-Brown

is ●n incoherent intensity correlation. How do we

with such a technique? Also, could you ●xplsin the

meaauring or consequences of coherence in ~-p collisions?

CARRIJTHERS

It ia known that incoherent starlight is involved in the original H-BT

●xperiment. The experimental correlation is completely explained by

aasuming the radiation field to belong to an (incoherent) gaussian ●n-

semble. For he hadronic correlation it is not ~ priori clear that the

emitted fields lack a coherent emission component. The structure of the

theory ia unchanged but in particular the predicted intercept at zero
I

momentum transfer i6 decreased in the presence of coherence. There are

two iuanediateconsequences of partial coherence of the hadronization

fields in (non-annihilation) p; collisions. First of all the ratio

inte:cept of like-sign pairs to all pairs should be less than two.

Secondly, the forward-backward correlation will be smaller than thoqe

derived from the negative binomial, in a calculable way.


